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and dissolves him into archaic, collective ties and identifica-
tions, lie is then no longer "himself", but a mere
relatedness; he is identical with his object and conse-
quently without a standpoint, Against this condition the
introvert instinctively feels the greatest resistance?, which,
however, is no sort of guarantee against his repeated and
unwitting lapse into it Under no circumstances should
this state be confused with the extraversion of an extra-
verted type, although the introvert is continually prone to
make this mistake and to show towards the true extra-*
version that same contempt which, at bottom, he always
feels for his own extravertcd relation1, The second
instance, on the other hand, corresponds with a pure
presentation of the introverted thinking type, who through
amputation of the inferior feeling-sensation condemns him-
self to sterility, i.e. he enters that state in which " Humanity
will reach him as little from without as from within ",
Here also, it is obvious that Schiller continues to write
purely from the standpoint of the Introvert, because the
extravert, who possesses his ego not in thinking, but rather
in the feeling relation to the object, really finds himself
through the object, while the Introvert loses himself in
it But when the extravert, proceeds to introvert, he
comes to his inferior relationship with collective ideas,
i.e. to an identity with collective thinking of an archaic,
concretistic quality, which one might describe as sensation*
presentation. He loses himself in this inferior function just
as much as the introvert in his inferior extraversion* Hence
the extravert has the same repugnance, fear, or silent
scorn for introversion as the introvert for extraversion,
Schiller senses this opposition between the two mechan-
isms—thus in his own case between sensation and thinking,
i To avoid misconception, I would here like to observe that this
contempt does not concern the object, not at least as a rule, but merely
the relation to it.

